
Director Oliver Stone 
tells why he tackled 
the big story of his time 

In o rare Interview during film production — lust a 

week before ;hooting was to begin an JP): in Nair, Kam 
— Oscar.witinIng director Oltuer Stone talked to miff 
writer Jane Sumner about his decision to lake on a sub-
fest, the John P. Kennedy assassination, that has con. 
gamed researchers for almost 28 years 

Q: The Kennedy assassination is probably the most 
mythical event of our time. Why did you take on a 
protect of mob magnitude and complexity',  

Al roppose it combines the mythic with the whodunit, 
For me, It was the seminal event of my generation. It 
iheped. the '602 because Kennedy was my godfather. He 

INTERVIEW 
came into office, and he promised change He was about 
to deliver It when he was cut down. 

As a result of that murder, its my belief that Vietnam 
came about. U Kennedy had been tn office, Vietnam 
would not have happened-And as you know, I was swept 
up into Vietnam. as were many other people. It shaped 
America as it is today. 

In addition to Vietnam, we had In the wake of his 
death an enormous amount of crime and violence Wee 
had race riots and wars and the hippie protest movement 
in reaction to the war. We had rebellion all around the 
world in the Vs in Czechoslovakia and Prance.  

In reaction, then, we bad almost the repression of the 
'SOS return. In a sense, '65 led to Nixon and to his elec. 
Please see STONE on Page SC. 
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Oliver Stone: shaping history dramatically, 
hoping to provide a perspective. 



Stone says doing `JFK' 
revealed a new Dallas 

search and go beyond the Garrison Investigation. So /Me 

to light In addition, we take the last 20 Years of re- 	lie 
that what we have here is a vast jigsaw pule — lay- ers and layers of facet that have come to light in the 	tir- '60s, 70e and Vs from a dozen disparate researchers -P- all over the country, mostly private citizens. 

Again, emphasizing the Capra-es:la aspect of pd..' are citizens' doing the research, not official bodies. The bodies lave stagnated and produced dead ends, red herrings, scenery. Good scenery, but sceuery,  nonetheless.  

I try to take these 12 to 15 bodies of work created by 1 these researcbers and put the jigsaw puzzle into 'time/ kind of perspective for the American public. Some'. times not knowing everything Sometimes speculating.! and 1 say that in the film — that this is speculation, at" times. 

Q: In mat of your tams, you have felt a wary personal connection to the subject matter — say, the within to 	, 0„/& Platoon, Ron Kerte its Bons on the Fourth of July or 'il/ 4000 Jim Morrison in The Doors. Wheel your interee7 A  Jim Garrison? 	
kfl 

14.: I think Jim is a terrific dramatic protagonist Some f7144.   -r body you could Identify with as an outsidiSomebosty who fought the establishment's paciron of the / crime, He was an underdog.  

Continued from Page IC. 
non_ He promised peace in Vietnam, and be delivered four more years of war. Don't forget also as a footnote that .1. Edgar Hoover was in atria aU thane 10 years. 

What I'm trying to say Is that the '60e was an ex-tremely turbulent decade It duped all the forces that are to existence today in the Ids as my generation 
comes to power. So, basically, les the seated event of my lifetime 

In addition to that Its an unsolved murder with inherent dramatic value along the lines of • Sherlock Holmes whodunit 

Q: wiB JFK be a docudrama, an entertainment Yea. We or Oliver Stone' personal take on what happened oe Noe. 12, 196,11. 

A: let's just say this, The underlying material marts with Jim Garrison in the 'dOs, who — somewhat like a Jimmy Stewart character In an old Prank Capra movie — undertakes to investigate something that has been covered up 
He makes many mistakes. He has many Insult. nons. He has few successes. He is reviled, ridiculed. and the case he brings to trial crashes 
We re-examine some of those Incidents be brought 

I think now we've become serfaly cynical about government, and we accept that government is not al-ways telling the truth. We know that of course, from the Pentagon Papers We realized that the government had lied to us extensively about Vietnam. We were not going to admit that in 1967 when Garrison started his work on the trial. 
I always found Garrison very eloquent 131 his (Sep-

tember 1967) Playboy interview and in his one-half 
hour W'hite Paper on television. Ha was ridiculed as a 
sort of Southern caricature, but he was far from that He was very well.seoken, a vary Intelligent and articu-
late man. 

But I want to emphasize that the movie goes beyond 
his investigation. 

Q: The facts of the Kennedy usamination are In per-petual debate Which sources are you relying on for 
your version of the "truth"? 

A: People from the press ask me, "Whet new evidence 
have you uncovered)" And I reply, "None, but I'm ex-amining the evidence that you overlooked 23 years 
ago." Some of that evidence Sylvia Meagher brought 
op in some of he Investigations into the Warren Com-mission repon't inconsistencies, basic little things 
that trip it up. 

Other private marchers whose work I'm indebted to would Include Fletcher Prouty, formerly with the Pentagon In Washington; Jim Marrs, whose book Crossfire we also purchased; photoanalyst Robert Gro den, (coauthor of JFK. The Case for Conspiracy). 
who's one of our consultants. 

Larry Howard and Gary Shaw and Larry Harris (all of the JFK Assassination Information Center), who have been so helpful. Again, private citizens who have brought to my attention many people who have stories from Dallas that day. They've covered our Texat con-nection very well. 
Cyril Wecht. the autopsy specialist, has helped ox.  Tom Wilson has helped tta He's a photoutalyst I read the books. Anthony Summers (Conspiracy: A Thor-oughly Updated Edition of the Definitive Book on the 

JFK Asassination) has helped us. Harold Weisberg (Past.Mortem: .7FX Assassination Carer-Up Smashed') 
In Washington has helped us. 

Sylvia Meagber's book (Accessories After the Fact: The Warren Commission, the Authorities & The Re-port), Mary Ferrall's research, Jean Hill (who says she 
saw a gunman fire from behind the picket fence on the grassy knoll) here in Dallas, Beverly Oliver (the so-called "Babushka Lady" who photographed the as-sassination). f talked to (homicide detective) James 
Leavelle, (ambulance driver) Aubrey Fake, Manna 
Oswald. 

How many people have we talked to In the last six months? It's like 40 people, SO people have each given me their own interpretation of the event. Madelyn Brown, a friend of Lyndon Johnson; a guy named Ron Lewis, who knew Oswald very well. I talked to Lee's 

As I aid, be made many mistakes. so  be woe not • perfect man, by any means. But be was fighting very large odds. He was trying to run an espionage trial essentially In the light of day. You could not dm that In the 1960s because people at that point in time were not even willing to admit the existence of the CIA. the 1970s, that all changed with Prank Church's investigations and the House Investigations and with Watergate. We lost some of our fear of big govern. went We began to perceive the OrweLlian structure of things. We began to understand that politics had a lot of dirty laundry. 

daughter the other day, Rachel. 
And I use the words "a Wig jigsaw puzzle" beam It's so confusing. There are no many Livers of interims 

'tenon. It's sort of like a Abby Dick of American Meta — the elusive white whale is another theory abut Jack Kennedy and why he was killed. 
I think "why" Is a very important question. I thin that people always get off the track with "who" an-"bow." Of course, "who" and "how" are /1:411316.13 dramatically, but "why" Kennedy was killed is an e sential question, and the movie tries to deal with that If you understand "why" he was killed, then yc„ begin to understand "who" and "how." Like a goo whodunit, you're going to ask me who did It and re not going to be able to answer that today because 1 en making a movie first and foremost I'm not doing t school lesson here, and I don't have a documentarian': respotisdalities. I have a dramatist's responsibilities tc an audience. 

I consider myself as a person who's taking laistor) and shaping It In a dramatic way. Like Shakespeare shaped Henry V. I'm not saying I'm as good as Shake speare, but I'm using that as an example I'm trying tc put all the facts and all the layers of research beyond Garrison Into a coherent and dramatic shape. 

Q: Have you spoken to the Kennedy family or other principals? What is their attitude toward this film? 

A: I spoke to John Connally in Houston. I went down there to see him. And I think he was amused by the fact that we're doing it He sort of laughed at the whole thing and son of suggested that It makes a hell of a good story, why not do it? He was not threatened by the movie In any way. 
And I actually shared with him a lot of my doubts about the (Warren Commission report's) three-shot theory and all that. He himself testified that he doubts that be was shot by the same person who shot Ken-nedy. Of course, he does not accept the fact that (by-stander James) Tague was wounded down at the on derpass (by a bullet fragment), so, therefore, there is no fourth shot In John's perception — which makes things son of difficult. I found him to be relatively open about all these dissonant theories and a strong 

supporter of the Warren Commission. 
Jackie Kennedy, I would believe, is very sensitive about It Her public position (not to discuss it) has been known for years, so I never approached them. Indirectly, I suppose I was asked by certain people who knew that family, "Why are you doing this? They are going to be hurt by this" — which is the official posi. 

non. 
My response Is that be was president of the United States, and this is a much larger issue here than one's personal story. It goes far beyond the Kennedy Wally. It's of importance to my generation and all gm:ters-

e= of Americans. 
I was out to Dallas the other night and talking to two young, beautiful girls of 21, 22 — intelligent They did not know who Jack Ruby or Lee °meld was. They did not. It's shaking. It's Important that we get this history lesson out there. 
I think maybe Born on the Fourth of July and Pia• 

loon made younger people mare of what bad hap-pened in the '605. Ina sense, the children of the Ken-nedy family have run from it ... The children are 
like Hamlet before Act I begins. They have not sought to really find out who their father's killers were. Or maybe they know, and they do not want to make It into 
a public Issue. 

Q: You worked very hard to obtain access to film on the sixth floor of the former Texas School Book Depo- sitory. Why is It so critical to film from the Meth floor, as opposed to the seventh floor, which would have roughly the same sight line, and layout? 

A: The perspective from the seventh floor is not that different from the sixth floor, except that the ledge 
hangs out further than the ledge on the sixth floor. 
And the relationship to the tree is different. The shape 
of the window Is different. 



But I think the more imported angle would be 
from the street_ Looking up and seeing the seesaw In 
the sixth-floor window, you know that that's the sixth-
floor window. There's no way you would look at the 
seventh-floor window because you could count the stn 
ries. And the windows have to be reshaped on the out-
side, which we're doing, anyway. 

It's a question of acctu-ecy_ 	always better to be 
accurate If you can. 11'S a battle I would have con-
ceded_ If necessary. I would have gone on and shot 
from the seventh floor, but I really think It makers a 
difference from the exterior angles. 

1:?: Were you surprised to encounter ma recistance 
to filming on the sixth floor? 

A: I was surprised. It did come op behind me. There 
were so many other problems to making this movie_ 
You never know where the land Indus are going to be 

I ran into the conservative elements of Dallas' 
older guard that were very protective, and I was 
surprised because we had such open i-esponsiveness 
from 95 percent of the people we were dealing with -
front the county, the pale*, the sheriffs office_ 

I was warmed by the 11,000 people who turned out 
that day for the open (casting) call. People were ecru-
ally grabbing me and saying. "Right out Make this 
movie. It's important that it get made." And these are 
native Texans They say. "We want the truth to be 
known. Were glad you're making it here." 

That's where I saw the new Dallas — the Dallas that 
Is progressive and libertines not hiding from that im-
age of 30 years ego Of course, when you show fear and 
when you hide from something, then people assume 
you're guilty. The argument would be that Dallas has 
moved on. 

There's always conservative forces in society. In 
Russia, there's plenty of people from the old Comma. 
nist Party trying to slow Gorbachev down. There are 
certain elements in Dallas who do not went to discuss 
this thing_ 

I went in, and we talked to the (Dallas Historical 
Foundation) board, and I felt wt had a good meeting. f 
felt like a lot of the younger people were with me, 
with the film company's position. I think It was very 
close_ But 1 can understand (foundation chairwoman) 
Lindalyn Adams' fear (that the filming would be dis-
ruptive). I don't share In it, but f can widarstand It 

I'm fine with the seventh floor, and I'm going to 
make It work. I think it will be to Dallas' credit that it 
will be known historically that Dallas co-operated 
completely, that they gave us the sixth floor, too. for 
the time periods. And they gave us access to the build-
ing and to the exterior, And Dallas was open. and 
wad liberal. It's ■ counter-image to the '60s. 

Dallas was reviled in '63- H was bated around the 
world. ft was seen as bigoted and racist, the murder 
capital; it killed the president We know now it goes 
way beyond Dallas. Dallas was just a shooting zone. It 
was a battle rite. This thing was orebeserated at a 
much higher level. It wasn't a Dallas affair, particu-
larly. 

Q: Have you faced sdmilu resietanee from govern-
ment agencies or bitterly:al figures al you researched 
this project? 

A: No, not official resistance. On Platoon and Born on 
the Fourth of July, 1 had negatives from the Defense 
Department They did not like those seriphs. So that 
was official. 

We never went to the Defense Department on this 
one. 1 have contacts and people who tell me things, 
and I must say we've had numerous phone calls from 
weird people asking for meetings, providing us with 
many alternate theories, such as they were shackling at 
Jackie or they were shooting at John Connally. I've 
never heard anyone say they were shooting at Nellie 
(Connally). 

But we've bed a lot of strange calls end letters, re 
quests for meetings in various cities and places with 
new information. Unofficially, I hear that many pen• 
pie inside the government — and that Includes mili-
tary intelligence and the Central Intelligence Agency 
— are very happy that this movie is being made_ There 
is a younger generation of people that want some ele-
ment of the truth to come out. 

In a sense, 11 parallels what's going on with Iraq. 
The (American) military over there was very proud 
with how they dtd, and they wanted to put behind 
them that Vtemam syndrome and military failure. 

And I think the younger military people I've talked 
to in intelligence feel that there was a conspiracy ro 
bring on the Vietnam War as early as 1961. And that 
Kennedy resisted this, and he created much enmity. 
There was a strong commitment to a war in Southeast 
Asia it came right alter the Bay of Pigs in April of '61. 

That element would obviously like to make the 
movie entirely about the beginnings of the Vietnam.  
War. f cannot do that That's another movie. It's one of 
the subjects of this movie that I'm tying to tiring to 
the light But they want it out They want to know,. 
which Me good attitude, We've got to move beyond the 
official he of the last 30 years. 

This le the there film you have made in Dallas, roe 
you probably have a pretty good sense of the dry_ Are 
you concerned 'bow local C1117.[Ilf will react to your 
reopening the citra deepest wound? 

A: 1 think I've answered that Time heals all wounds 
Only the mast radical conservative people, in my open• 
ion, would want to censor this and stop it. On the 
other hand, I'm aware of the sensitivities of many peo-
ple. I've talked to many policemen who feel, "Why is 
all this fuss being made about something that the War•, 
ren Commission in 26 volumes closed out?" I'm aware 
of the conservative point of view on that 

Just yesterday I was with James Leavelle, who's a 
great old-timer with a lot of integrity. He's the guy 
who was holding onto Oswald when he was shot. He's 
helping. giving us thousands of Dallas police details 
and views of the events .  

I'm trying to listen to both sides, and I'm trying to 
create justifiable scenarios. In some oases. I'm shoot-
ing alternate versions of things, so — in a Rashorrion 
way (referring to a 1951 Japanese film) — people can 
see three or two versions of the same event and be the 
judge of what seems real, 

And in order to stage the official versions, I use 
official people. We're going to show Oswald shooting 
per the official version, and we're going to show some 
other shooters from different places. 

JWIC may be the first case In which the Ckeear-win-
ning director of the previous year directs the current 
best-director winner. Are you ever conseious of this 
when you're working with Resin Conner? 

A: I think he's terrific_ I just remind him I have two 
directing Oscars and a writing Oscar. (Mr Stone 
grins.) I Just find him to be so unpretentious, so hones 
est and smart I fipri him to be a partner in this movie, 
and I need one. Ifs such a huge film. The script is so 
big. Right now It looks like a three-hour movie. 

Often, be has very good ideas as a director. I'm glad 
that ties there and helping. As en actor, I find him to 
be a delight because. having directed. he knows the 
problems that I have He's empathetic to my problems, 
and be helps me through this. 

He's also just a nice person to be around, unpreien-
ti011a in his demands. What they cal) actor's perks, he 
waived most of them. He doesn't care about a lot of 
that stuff. Sometimes he's just like a regular guy. I 
think he was a stagelatud about seven or eight years 
ago, I heard, so he's been on the other side of the cam-
era before. He didn't come to this as a professionally 
trained actor from the age of 15. 

Q: Anything you'd like to nay to the people of Dallas? 

A: I'm having ■ ball. Hike being in Dallas. I like the 
people. The extras have been Feat The crew has been 
goad People have been very generous and open. I find 
the people here to be warm and friendly. I just felt no 
double-dealing. 

It's been fun to work here. I've eoloyed all three 
films. Each one's gotten to be more fun. Born on the 
Fourth was a hard film physically. I got debilitated 
being in that bospital, and Tom's being in that chair 
all the time. That was tough. There's something about 
It here that I like. I'm only sad that we're shooting just 
five weeks here, end then we're moving into New Or-
leans, into the heat We're also shooting in Washing• 
ton, D.C. 

• 


